
Show Your PRIDE 
with 

Rainbow Bracelets!

Designed 
by 

Carlotta Carlisle!



Materials

 

John Bead Czech Seed Beads Size 6/0

Groovy Grape Mix, SKU 10627170

Sapphire Silver Lined, SKU 10478817

Emerald Silver Lined, SKU 10627176

Pineapple Jello, SKU 10627195

Saffron Orange, SKU 10478802

Silver Lined Ruby, SKU10478812 

 

Silver Plated Memory Wire, SKU 10376078

 

Memory Wire Shears, SKU 10332397

 

Round Nose or Bail Forming Pliers, SKU 10223254 

 

2" Clear Stackable Bead Storage by Bead Landing, SKU 10035496

 

Beading Mat SKU 10348546

 

 

Skill Level - Beginner

 

Time to Complete - 1 Hour



Join Designer Carlotta Carlisle in the studio to create fresh and

fabulous rainbow bracelets with John Bead Czech Seed Beads and

memory wire!

Create any design you'd like. Try color blocks, stripes, or your own

ideas.

Step 1

Memory wire comes in a large coil. You'll first need to cut it down to

the number of desired wraps around the wrist. How long you cut the

wire will determine how long the bracelet is and how many beads you

want to use. 

Tip: If you're just starting, a shorter bracelet is a great way to start.

Cut the memory wire using memory wire shears. Be sure to only use

memory wire shears, as memory wire will damage flush cutters made

for copper wire.

Step 2

Using round nose or bail forming pliers, pinch one end of the wire and

roll it into a loop. This will keep your beads from sliding off the wire

and form down any sharp edges.    



Step 3

Feed your beads directly onto the open end (non-loop side) of the wire

in whatever pattern you like. Be creative! Any selection of colors and

combination will work. In the designer samples, a rainbow palette

was used in a color block pattern to create a rainbow colored bracelet.

Step 4

After stringing on your last bead, use the round nose or bail forming

pliers again to form a loop next to your last bead. Trim any excess

wire using the memory wire shears, and use the forming pliers again

to flatten any stray wires that may poke or snag clothing.

Share you designs with us #JohnBead and #MakeItWithMichaels!    


